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QUESTION 1

What is the following command used for? 

sqlmap.py-u ,,http://10.10.1.20/?p=1andforumaction=search" -dbs 

A. Creating backdoors using SQL injection 

B. A Enumerating the databases in the DBMS for the URL 

C. Retrieving SQL statements being executed on the database 

D. Searching database statements at the IP address given 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Bob, a system administrator at TPNQM SA, concluded one day that a DMZ is not needed if he properly configures the
firewall to allow access just to servers/ports, which can have direct internet access, and block the access to
workstations. 

Bob also concluded that DMZ makes sense just when a stateful firewall is available, which is not the case of TPNQM
SA. 

In this context, what can you say? 

A. Bob can be right since DMZ does not make sense when combined with stateless firewalls 

B. Bob is partially right. He does not need to separate networks if he can create rules by destination IPs, one by one 

C. Bob is totally wrong. DMZ is always relevant when the company has internet servers and workstations 

D. Bob is partially right. DMZ does not make sense when a stateless firewall is available 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Steven connected his iPhone to a public computer that had been infected by Clark, an attacker. After establishing the
connection with the public computer, Steven enabled iTunes WI-FI sync on the computer so that the device could
continue communication with that computer even after being physically disconnected. Now, Clark gains access to
Steven\\'s iPhone through the infected computer and is able to monitor and read all of Steven\\'s activity on the iPhone,
even after the device is out of the communication zone. 

Which of the following attacks is performed by Clark in above scenario? 

A. IOS trustjacking 

B. lOS Jailbreaking 
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C. Exploiting SS7 vulnerability 

D. Man-in-the-disk attack 

Correct Answer: A 

An iPhone client\\'s most noticeably terrible bad dream is to have somebody oversee his/her gadget, including the
capacity to record and control all action without waiting be in a similar room. In this blog entry, we present another
weakness called "Trustjacking", which permits an aggressor to do precisely that. This weakness misuses an iOS
highlight called iTunes Wi-Fi sync, which permits a client to deal with their iOS gadget without genuinely interfacing it to
their PC. A solitary tap by the iOS gadget proprietor when the two are associated with a similar organization permits an
assailant to oversee the gadget. Furthermore, we will stroll through past related weaknesses and show the progressions
that iPhone has made to alleviate them, and why these are adequately not to forestall comparative assaults. After
interfacing an iOS gadget to another PC, the clients are being found out if they trust the associated PC or not. Deciding
to believe the PC permits it to speak with the iOS gadget by means of the standard iTunes APIs. This permits the PC to
get to the photographs on the gadget, perform reinforcement, introduce applications and considerably more, without
requiring another affirmation from the client and with no recognizable sign. Besides, this permits enacting the "iTunes Wi-
Fi sync" highlight, which makes it conceivable to proceed with this sort of correspondence with the gadget even after it
has been detached from the PC, as long as the PC and the iOS gadget are associated with a similar organization. It is
intriguing to take note of that empowering "iTunes Wi-Fi sync" doesn\\'t need the casualty\\'s endorsement and can be
directed simply from the PC side. Getting a live stream of the gadget\\'s screen should be possible effectively by
consistently requesting screen captures and showing or recording them distantly. It is imperative to take note of that
other than the underlying single purpose of disappointment, approving the vindictive PC, there is no other component
that forestalls this proceeded with access. Likewise, there isn\\'t anything that informs the clients that by approving the
PC they permit admittance to their gadget even in the wake of detaching the USB link. 

 

QUESTION 4

jane invites her friends Alice and John over for a LAN party. Alice and John access Jane\\'s wireless network without a
password. However. Jane has a long, complex password on her router. What attack has likely occurred? 

A. Wireless sniffing 

B. Piggybacking 

C. Evil twin 

D. Wardriving 

Correct Answer: C 

An evil twin may be a fraudulent Wi-Fi access point that appears to be legitimate but is about up to pay attention to
wireless communications.[1] The evil twin is that the wireless LAN equivalent of the phishing scam.This type of attack
could also be wont to steal the passwords of unsuspecting users, either by monitoring their connections or by phishing,
which involves fixing a fraudulent internet site and luring people there.The attacker snoops on Internet traffic employing
a bogus wireless access point. Unwitting web users could also be invited to log into the attacker\\'s server, prompting
them to enter sensitive information like usernames and passwords. Often, users are unaware they need been duped
until well after the incident has occurred.When users log into unsecured (non- HTTPS) bank or e-mail accounts, the
attacker intercepts the transaction, since it\\'s sent through their equipment. The attacker is additionally ready to hook up
with other networks related to the users\\' credentials.Fake access points are found out by configuring a wireless card to
act as an access point (known as HostAP). they\\'re hard to trace since they will be shut off instantly. The counterfeit
access point could also be given an equivalent SSID and BSSID as a close-by Wi-Fi network. The evil twin are often
configured to pass Internet traffic through to the legitimate access point while monitoring the victim\\'s connection, or it
can simply say the system is temporarily unavailable after obtaining a username and password. 
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QUESTION 5

Which of the following program infects the system boot sector and the executable files at the same time? 

A. Polymorphic virus 

B. Stealth virus 

C. Multipartite Virus 

D. Macro virus 

Correct Answer: C 
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